Château Le Puy
In continuous operation by the Amoreau family since 1610, Rosenthal Wine Merchant is currently working with the 14th generation at this singular estate. Of its almost 100 hectares, only 54 are planted to the vine, the rest preserved as fields, forests, and ponds
in order to maintain a natural ecological equilibrium. Located in the once renowned commune of Saint Cibard, Le Puy produces
most of its wines under the Francs—Côtes de Bordeaux AOC, though, like so many of our traditional producers in the region, the
estate finds itself compelled to move toward labelling its wines as Vins de France. The very existence of Château Le Puy almost defies
belief. In, of all places, Bordeaux—a region that fell especially hard for the oak-and-muscles approach favored by certain critics and
point-chasers over the past few decades—there exists a sizable and historic estate that is making wines true to this region’s all too
often abused terroir.
Viticulture:
• Farming: Certified biodynamic by Demeter, certified organic
by Ecocert
• Treatments: No synthetic treatments have ever been used at
the estate. Only copper-sulfate is used.
• Ploughing: Annual ploughing of the entirety of the vineyard,
with the best parcels ploughed by horse
• Soils: Red clay, silt, and limestone top soils on top of the
Asteries limestone plateau that extends to Château Le Puy from
Saint Émilion. Château Le Puy sits at the second-highest point
in Bordeaux on the top of the plateau and on its slopes.
• Vines: 50 year-old vines in Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha
• Yields: No green harvest, no leaf thinning, no fertilization
• Harvest: Always by hand, usually at the end of September
• Purchasing: Entirely estate fruit
Vinification:

Aging:

• Fermentation: After total destemming, wines ferment
spontaneously in concrete vat for 2-3 weeks. Rosé Marie and
Marie-Cécile ferment in barrel.
• Extraction: No punchdowns, no pumpovers, wines macerate
with an immersed cap (Le Puy is the only estate in Bordeaux
using this method, which is more common in regions like the
Rhône)
• Chaptalization and Acidification: None

• Élevage: Emilien rests in century-old, 50-hl foudres for 12
months, followed by 12 months in 228-l barrels, none new.
Barthelemy spends 24 months in 228-l barrels (less than 10%
new), Duc des Nauves spends 12 months in cement tanks; Rosé
Marie rests in barrels for 6-10 months
• Lees: Wines rest on fine lees during the majority of their
élevages, with occasional bâtonnage guided by the phases of the
moon.

• Pressing: Pneumatic

• Fining and Filtration: Occasional egg-white fining, no filtration

• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Sulfur: Only the Emilien sees any added sulfur, which is applied at racking, with c. 25 mg/l total and c. 0 mg/l free.
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Château Le Puy
Duc des Nauves

At a Glance:

In The Cellar:

• Appellation: AOC Bordeaux
• Encépagement: Merlot (70%), Cabernet Franc (20%), Cabernet Sauvignon (10%)
• Average Annual Production: 40,000 bottles
• Average Alcohol by Volume: 13%

• Fermentation: After total destemming, wines ferment spontaneously in concrete vat for 2-3 weeks, with daily pumpovers to
aid in extraction.
• Pressing: Pneumatic
• Time on Lees: 12 months

• Average Residual Sugar: < 5 g/l

• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Average Total Acidity: 3.5-3.9 g/l

• Élevage: 12 months in concrete tank
• Press Wine: Blended before bottling

In The Vineyard:

• Fining and Filtration: Unfined, unfiltered

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: 9 hectares of vines acquired in 2006 near the estate’s other holdings, but at a slightly
lower altitude (80 m).
• Soil Types and Compositions: The topsoil is slightly sandier
and less clayey and a bit deeper than at Le Puy—between 1.0
and 1.3 meters, but the land is on the same mother-rock limestone plateau.
• Vine Age, Training, and Density: 40 year-old vines, trained
in Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha.
• Average Yields: 30 hl/ha
• Average Harvest Date and Type: By hand, late September

• Sulfur: Sulfur applied only at racking, 27 mg/l total, c. 0 mg/l
free
In The Glass:
What a joy it is to have access to the “second wine” of such a singular estate—one that boasts the same rigorously natural vineyard management and cellar practices as Chateau Le Puy itself.
The wine is stellar, its Le Puy bloodline showing in its aromatic
exuberance, silky and harmonious palate, and overall seamlessness. It brims with the vigor and generosity of the great 2015 vintage, but it is in no way overripe or out of balance. One would
be hard-pressed to find a Bordeaux at this price offering more
pleasure, life, and complexity.
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Château Le Puy
Emilien

At a Glance:

In The Cellar:

• Appellation: AOC Bordeaux Côtes des Francs
• Encépagement: Merlot (85%), Cabernet Franc (7%), Cabernet Sauvignon (6%), Malbec (1%), Carménère (1%)

• Fermentation: After total destemming, wines ferment spontaneously in concrete vat for 2-3 weeks.
• Pressing: Pneumatic

• Average Annual Production: 180,000 bottles

• Time on Lees: 24 months

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Average Residual Sugar: < 5 g/l

• Élevage: 12 months in in century-old, 50-hl, followed by 12
months in 228-l barrels, none new.

• Average Total Acidity: 3.6-4 g/l

• Press Wine: Blended before bottling
In The Vineyard:

• Fining and Filtration: Occasional egg-white fining, unfiltered

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From parcels sitting on
a plateau at the second highest point in Bordeaux (110 m), with
various exposures
• Soil Types and Compositions: Red clay, silt, and limestone
top soils on top of the Asteries limestone plateau that extends to
Château Le Puy from Saint Émilion.
• Vine Age, Training, and Density: 50 year-old vines, trained
in Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha.
• Average Yields: 30 hl/ha
• Average Harvest Date and Type: By hand, late September

• Sulfur: Sulfur applied only at racking, 27 mg/l total, c. 0 mg/l
free
In The Glass:
The Emilien is neither overly exuberant nor garishly fruit-forward, yet deep and inviting and truly dazzling. On the palate, it
is held in form by the glistening acidity that characterizes Le Puy
in every vintage even as it reveals its myriad nuances of flavor and
inner-mouth perfume. Drinking the Emilien is an experience
that belies its makers’ trust in the health of their fruit and the
natural processes that, without coercion or sculpting, transform
it into wine.
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Château Le Puy
Barthelemy

At a Glance:

In The Cellar:

• Appellation: AOC Bordeaux Côtes des Francs
• Encépagement: Merlot (85%), Cabernet Sauvignon (15%)
• Average Annual Production: 15,000 bottles
• Average Alcohol by Volume: 13.5%
• Average Residual Sugar: < 5 g/l

• Fermentation: After total destemming, wines ferment spontaneously in concrete vat for 2-3 weeks.
• Pressing: Pneumatic
• Time on Lees: 24 months, with occasional bâtonnage guided
by the phases of the moon to prevent oxidation
• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Average Total Acidity: 3.9-4.5 g/l

• Élevage: 24 months in 228-l barrels (less than 10% new), with
periodic rackings.
• Press Wine: Blended before bottling

In The Vineyard:
• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From a single plot
known as Les Rocs, the highest parcel at Le Puy

• Fining and Filtration: Occasional egg-white fining, unfiltered
• Sulfur: No sulfur added at any point

• Soil Types and Compositions: 12 inches of clay top soils
above the mother rock of the Asteries limestone plateau that
extends from Saint Émilion.
• Vine Age, Training, and Density: 50 years old, trained in
Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha
• Average Yields: 30 hl/ha
• Average Harvest Date and Type: By hand, late September

In The Glass:
A more dense and mysterious wine, with a deeper robe and more
firm structure than its companion the Emilien, we see resemblance here to the finest old wines of its neighbors to the west in
the best districts of Saint Emilion and Pomerol.
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Château Le Puy
Marie Rosé

At a Glance:

In The Cellar:

• Appellation: AOC Bordeaux

• Fermentation: After de-stemming and a short maceration,
a portion of the Merlot destined for the Emilien is bled off of
its skins and racked into neutral barrels, where it completes its
spontaneous fermentation.

• Encépagement: Merlot (100%)
• Average Annual Production: 4,000 bottles

• Pressing: 100% free-run juice, obtained via saignée

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 13%

• Time on Lees: 6-10 months

• Average Residual Sugar: < 5 g/l

• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Average Total Acidity: 3.4-3.8 g/l

• Élevage: 6-10 months in neutral barrels
• Press Wine: None, 100% vin de goutte

In The Vineyard:
• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From parcels sitting on
a plateau at the second highest point in Bordeaux (110 m), with
various exposures

• Fining and Filtration: Unfined, unfiltered
• Sulfur: No sulfur added at any point

• Soil Types and Compositions: Red clay, silt, and limestone
top soils on top of the Asteries limestone plateau that extends to
Château Le Puy from Saint Émilion.
• Vine Age, Training, and Density: 50 year-old vines, trained
in Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha.
• Average Yields: 30 hl/ha
• Average Harvest Date and Type: By hand, late September

In The Glass:
Its artisinal, traditional methods of fermentation, along with the
its elevage, makes the “Rose-Marie” a serious and soulful Rosé.
Bright, with delicate, sweet red fruits, it is wonderful to drink
upon release but has the depth to allow for at least a few years of
aging.
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Château Le Puy
Marie Cécile

At a Glance:

In The Cellar:

• Appellation: AOC Bordeaux

• Fermentation: Spontaneous, in neutral barrels

• Encépagement: Sémillon (100%)

• Pressing: Pneumatic, whole-cluster direct pressing

• Average Annual Production: 4,000 bottles

• Time on Lees: 6-10 months

• Average Alcohol by Volume: 12.5%

• Malolactic Fermentation: Spontaneous, simultaneous with
alcoholic fermentation

• Average Residual Sugar: < 5 g/l

• Élevage: 6-10 months in neutral barrels

• Average Total Acidity: 3.7-4.1 g/l

• Press Wine: Blended during fermentation
• Fining and Filtration: Unfined, unfiltered

In The Vineyard:

• Sulfur: No sulfur added at any point

• Parcel Names, Slopes, and Locations: From parcels sitting on
a plateau at the second highest point in Bordeaux (110 m), with
various exposures
• Soil Types and Compositions: Red clay, silt, and limestone
top soils on top of the Asteries limestone plateau that extends to
Château Le Puy from Saint Émilion.
• Vine Age, Training, and Density: 50 year-old vines, trained in
Guyot, planted at 5,500 vines/ha.
• Average Yields: 30 hl/ha
• Average Harvest Date and Type: By hand, late September

In The Glass:
The Marie-Cécile is enviably endowed: a sparkling golden robe, a
fruity nose with notes of pears and exotic flowers, and a full-bodied palate. The attack is supple, the structure precise, and the finish long, with a touch of minerality. Best consumed within two
hours of opening the bottle, as this unsulfured wine will react
with the air and lose some of its elegance.
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